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Linux Routing is a  tutorial-reference written for experienced Linux users and administrators, as  well as general network administrators, who want to set up a router instead of  using the simple gateways Linux provides. This book gives you a solid grounding  in the routing protocols and tools available to you,enabling you to choose which  solutions make the most sense for your networks.

Picking up where most Linux titles leave off, Linux Routing familiarizes you with advanced Linux  networking tools,popular routing protocols,and the implementation of a router on  a Linux machine in a variety of circumstances. In other words,you'll get the  background you need in the context you need to apply it.
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Theory and Design of CNC Systems (Springer Series in Advanced Manufacturing)Springer, 2008


	CNC controllers, working as a brain for manufacturing automation, are high valueadded

	products accounting for over 30% of the price of machine tools. CNC technology

	is generally considered as a measure of the level of manufacturing technology of

	a nation, and is currently led by major advanced countries such as USA, Japan, and...
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Psychiatric Disorders in Pregnancy and the Postpartum: Principles and Treatment (Current Clinical Practice)Humana Press, 2006

	A panel of top experts in perinatal psychiatry reviews the many recent studies on the use of psychiatric medications in pregnancy and postpartum and assesses their impact on the diagnosis and treatment of pregnant/postpartum women. The authors focus on each of the major psychiatric illnesses, including depression, anxiety disorder, bipolar...
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Scientific Astrophotography: How Amateurs Can Generate and Use Professional Imaging Data (The Patrick Moore Practical Astronomy Series)Springer, 2012

	As ‘distributed’ astronomical projects multiply, this text on how to produce professional-quality space imaging will be welcome to many amateurs equipped with today’s powerful telescopy. It offers a thorough grounding in the scientific principles and methods.
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Performance Evaluation Software: Moving Object Detection and Tracking in Videos (SpringerBriefs in Computer Science)Springer, 2013

	Performance Evaluation Software: Moving Object Detection and Tracking in Videos introduces a software approach for the real-time evaluation and performance comparison of the methods specializing in moving object detection and/or tracking (D&T) in video processing. Digital video content analysis is an important item for...
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Forensic Cremation Recovery and AnalysisCRC Press, 2007
Immediately apparent is the author’s vast experience in processing fire scenes and analyzing cremains. … a well-written text that is a valuable resource to forensic anthropology students and fire scene responders alike.    
 —J.C. Love, Harris County Medical Examiner’s Office, Houston, Texas,...
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Explosives and Chemical Weapons Identification (Forensic Science Techniques)CRC Press, 2005
I have thought long and hard about this book. This book was not created to make money. It was created to save lives — the lives of first responders and the people they have dedicated their lives to protect, the general public.

What is a first responder? It is a phrase often mentioned in the press but rarely defined.
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